Terms of Use
By accessing or using our website at www.internsgopro.com, you (the "User") signify
that you have read, understood and agreed to be bound by these Terms of Use,
whether or not you are a registered member of InternsGoPro.com. We reserve the
right, at our sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or delete portions of these Terms
of Use at any time without further notice. However, if we do this, we will post the
changes to these Terms of Use on this page and will indicate at the top of this page
the date these terms were last revised. Your continued use of the Service or the Site
after any such changes constitutes your acceptance of the new Terms of Use. If you
do not agree to abide by these or any future Terms of Use, do not use or access the
service or the Site. It is your responsibility to regularly check the Site to determine if
there have been changes to these Terms of Use and to review such changes.
PLEASE READ THESE TERMS OF USE CAREFULLY AS THEY CONTAIN
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS, REMEDIES
AND OBLIGATIONS. THESE INCLUDE VARIOUS LIMITATIONS AND
EXCLUSIONS, AND A DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLAUSE THAT GOVERNS HOW
DISPUTES WILL BE RESOLVED.
Modifications
We reserve the right, at any time, in our sole discretion, to change the terms of this
Agreement. We will post or display notices of material changes on the website and
we may also e-mail you about these changes. Once we post them on the website,
these changes become effective immediately and if you use the website after they
become effective it will signify your agreement to be bound by the changes. You
should check back frequently and review the terms and conditions of this Agreement
regularly so you are aware of the most current rights and obligations that apply to you
and the terms and conditions of your agreement with us.
Registration Data; Account Security
In consideration of your use of the website, you agree to (a) provide accurate, current
and complete information about you as may be prompted by any registration forms
on the website ("Registration Data"); (b) maintain the security of your password and
identification; (c) maintain and promptly update the Registration Data, and any other
information you provide to keep it accurate, current and complete; (d) be fully
responsible for all use of your account and for any actions that take place using your
account; and (e) You agree to immediately notify InternsGoPro.com of any
unauthorized use of your password or account or any other breach of security.
InternsGoPro.com cannot and will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from
your failure to comply with this section.
Safety
We advise you to never reveal any personal information about yourself or anyone
else (for example: telephone number, home address). If you have any helpful
information to share that may be deemed confidential, please inform
InternsGoPro.com using the 'Contact Us' functionality, and we will promote it if we
see fit.
Proprietary Rights in Website Content

All content on the Site and available through our services, including but not limited to
designs, text, graphics, pictures, information and other files, and their selection and
arrangement (the "Site Content"), are the proprietary property of InternsGoPro.com
and its users with all rights reserved. No content from this website may be modified,
copied, distributed, framed, reproduced, republished, downloaded, displayed, posted,
transmitted, or sold in any form or by any means, in whole or in part, without the prior
written permission from InternsGoPro.com; except that the foregoing does not apply
to your own User Content that you legally post on the website. Once registered as
user of the website, you are granted a limited license to access and use the website
and the website content and to download or print a copy of any portion of the website
content to which you have properly gained access solely for your personal, noncommercial use, provided that you keep all copyright or other proprietary notices
intact. Except for your own User Content, you may not upload or republish website
content on any Internet, Intranet or Extranet site or incorporate the information in any
other database or compilation, and any other use of the website content is strictly
prohibited. Such license is subject to these Terms of Use and does not include use of
any data mining, robots or similar data gathering or extraction methods. Any use of
the website or the website content other than as specifically authorized herein,
without the prior written permission of InternsGoPro.com, is strictly prohibited. Such
unauthorized use may also violate applicable laws including without limitation
copyright and trademark laws and applicable communications regulations and
statutes.
Any infringement of these rights is a forgery that may result in civil or criminal penalties in
accordance with Belgian law.

User Conduct
You understand that except for advertising programs offered by us on the website,
the services offered and the website are available for your personal, non-commercial
use only. You represent, warrant and agree that no materials of any kind submitted
through your account or otherwise posted, transmitted, or shared by you on or
through our service will violate or infringe upon the rights of any third party, including
copyright, trademark, privacy, publicity or other personal or proprietary rights; or
contain libellous, defamatory or otherwise unlawful material.
In addition, you agree not to use the service or the website to:
1. Post content or initiate communications which are libellous, defamatory, indecent,
vulgar or obscene, pornographic, sexually suggestive, racially, culturally, or ethnically
offensive, harmful, harassing, intimidating, hateful, objectionable, discriminatory, or
abusive, or otherwise objectionable;
2. Send or result in the transmission of junk e-mail, chain letters, duplicative or
unsolicited messages, or so-called "spamming" and "phishing";
3. Be used for commercial or business purposes, including, without limitation,
advertising, marketing or offering goods or services, whether or not for financial or
any other form of compensation or through linking with any other website or
webpages;
4. Transmit, distribute or upload programs or material that contain malicious code,
such as viruses, timebombs, cancelbots, worms, trojan horses, spyware, or other
potentially harmful programs or other material or information;

5. Upload, post, e-mail, transmit or otherwise make available any content or
communication that infringes upon patents, trademarks, trade secrets, copyrights or
other proprietary rights
6. Use automated scripts to collect information from or otherwise interact with the
Service or the Site;
7. Register for more than one User account, register for a User account on behalf of
an individual other than yourself, or register for a User account on behalf of a group
identity;
8. Impersonate any person or entity, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent
yourself, your age or your affiliation with any person or entity;
9. Upload, post, transmit, share or otherwise make available any unsolicited or
unauthorized advertising, solicitations, promotional materials, "junk mail," "spam,"
"chain letters," "pyramid schemes," or any other form of solicitation;
10. Upload, post, transmit, share, store or otherwise make publicly available on the
website any private information of any third party, including, without limitation,
addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, Social Security numbers and credit
card numbers;
11. Intimidate, stalk or harass another;
12. Upload, post, transmit, share, store or otherwise make available content that
would constitute, encourage or provide instructions for a criminal offense, violate the
rights of any party, or that would otherwise create liability or violate any local, national
or international law;
Without limiting any of the foregoing, you also agree to abide by our
InternsGoPro.com Privacy Policy that provides further information regarding the
authorized conduct of users on InternsGoPro.com.
User Content Posted on the Site
You are solely responsible for the profiles, messages, notes, text, information and
other content that you upload, publish or display (hereinafter, "post") on or through
the service or the website, or transmit to or share with other users.
1. You must only submit a post if you are doing so entirely freely, with no-one
(including your company) having mandated you or forced you in any way to write
anything specific. By uploading your contribution and accepting these terms and
conditions, you confirm that your contribution is true, accurate, is your own opinion
and is derived from your personal experience.
2. No disruptive, offensive or abusive content: contributions must be constructive and
polite, not mean-spirited or contributed with the intention of causing trouble.
3. Posts must contain no unlawful or objectionable content: unlawful, harassing,
defamatory, abusive, threatening, harmful, obscene, profane, sexually oriented,
racially offensive or otherwise objectionable material is not acceptable.
4. If you use multiple logins for the purpose of disrupting InternsGoPro.com you may
have action taken against your accounts.

5. No spamming or off-topic material; we don't allow the submission of the same or
very similar contributions many times.
6. No advertising
7. Deliberate misuse of the ‘rate an internship’ or contact us facility is not permitted. If
you persist in doing this action may be taken against your account.
8. A member of the InternsGoPro.com team will moderate and approve all posts. We
reserve the right to publish, edit or not publish any post that is submitted.
9. Posts will remain anonymous however we reserve the right to contact the user if
questions arise regarding a review
10. You may not post, transmit, or share user content on the website or service that
you did not create or that you do not have permission to post.
11. When you post user content to the website, you authorize and direct us to make
such copies thereof as we deem necessary in order to facilitate the posting and
storage of the user content on the website.
12. By posting user content to any part of the website, you automatically grant, and
you represent and warrant that you have the right to grant, to InternsGoPro.com an
irrevocable, perpetual, non-exclusive, transferable, fully paid, worldwide license to
use, copy, publicly perform, publicly display, reformat, translate, excerpt (in whole or
in part) and distribute such user content for purposes in connection with the website
or the promotion thereof, to prepare derivative works of, or incorporate into other
works. You may remove your user content from the website at any time. If you
choose to remove your user content, the license granted above will automatically
expire, however you acknowledge that InternsGoPro.com may retain archived copies
of your user content.
Privacy Policy
Objectives of the processing of personal data
InternsGoPro.com only collects personal information that you provide to us such as:
the full name, postal address and email.
These data are collected only through electronic form you are asked to complete
when subscribing to the website.
These data provided through this form is stored in files InternsGoPro.com. They are
used to provide the service or information requested and to inform you of other
services and promotions proposed by InternsGoPro.com and its partners.
With your permission, we will send marketing information relating to new services or
promotions. You retain the ability to let us know that you no longer wish to receive
such messages.
For all personal data transmitted by e-mail or other means, you agree that
InternsGoPro.com collects, stores and / or uses such data for the purposes
mentioned above.

Persons having access to collected personal data
Your data is stored in databases of InternsGoPro.com.
For the exercise of certain tasks, InternsGoPro.com might appeal to other companies
(eg, technical maintenance of our websites, assistance during promotional
campaigns, etc.). These companies will only have temporary access to your personal
data and to the extent necessary for the performance of their duties. They can export
your data exclusively for the exercise of their respective functions and in no case it
will be used for other purposes.
InternsGoPro.com reserves the right to use your personal data or to make them
public if:
- Required by law,
- It is required for the safeguard of the integrity of the website,
- Under your request,
- A request for cooperation is made during a police investigation or judicial procedure.
Your rights regarding collected personal data
In accordance with the law of 8 December 1992 on the protection of privacy, as
amended by the Law of 11 December 1998 concerning the processing of personal
data, you have the right to access your data and the right to change it and the right to
access the register of the Commission for the protection of privacy.
If your personal data were changed, please notify us by email or posted letter to the
contact address. Depending on the content of your request, we will tailor your data as
quickly as possible.
If you want to consult your personal data, if you want that your personal data is
deleted from our files, or if you are against the use of your personal data, you can
notify us by posted letter to the contact address.
Contact address
InternsGoPro.com, Rue du Major René Dubreucq, 3, 1050 Ixelles, Bruxelles,
Belgique

If you breach these terms of use - Termination
InternsGoPro.com moderates all posts that are submitted. If you fail to abide by
these rules (and/or any variations in the relevant local house rules) when reviewing a
work placement or using InternsGoPro.com, you will be sent an e-mail which informs
you why your contribution has not been accepted. This mail will also include a
warning that continuing to break the rules may result in action being taken against
your account. This action may include a temporary or permanent suspension of your
ability to participate in any or all areas of InternsGoPro.com.
Without limiting the foregoing, the following will lead to a termination by
InternsGoPro.com of a user’s use of the InternsGoPro.com service.

1. Breaches or violations of this User Agreement or other incorporated agreements or
guidelines;
2. Requests by law enforcement or other government agencies;
3. A request by you (self-initiated account deletions) and
4. Unexpected technical issues or problems.
Termination of your InternsGoPro.com account includes removal of access to all
offerings within the InternsGoPro.com service. Furthermore, you agree that all
terminations shall be made in InternsGoPro.com’s sole discretion and that
InternsGoPro.com shall not be liable to you nor any third-party for any termination of
your account or access to the InternsGoPro.com service.
Disclaimer
InternsGoPro.com cannot guarantee the accuracy or integrity of the information
made available to users on the site and is not responsible for any errors and / or
omissions of any of the information available on the website.
Any use of the information coming from the InternsGoPro.com website is allowed
only informational purposes for private use. Any other use is expressly prohibited and
especially total or partial reproduction of the information distributed by emailing, sms,
mms, wap or a website, extranet, intranet.
InternsGoPro.com cannot guarantee the security of the website, nor protection from
any viruses or scams or via computers.
InternsGoPro.com cannot be held liable for any damage resulting from access by
Internet to InternsGoPro.com website or, conversely, the inability to access.
No harm, such as - but not limited - to damage to equipment or software of the visitor
after a visit to our website, cannot be transfered to InternsGoPro.com unless the
damage was caused by a malicious act or gross negligence on the part of
InternsGoPro.com.
InternsGoPro.com disclaims any responsibility for third party websites which visitors
can access by any hyperlinks contained on the website or the information that might
be found on those websites.
Promotional Opportunities
InternsGoPro.com may provide its website users and viewers with the opportunity to
register for special promotions, services, news, programming and information
delivered via e-mail. Users are required to provide their consent to receive such
information from the website by registering on this website. Such services and
promotional opportunities are provided by InternsGoPro partners. The information
requested as part of the online registration process is an email address and the
carrier's name. Optional information may be requested for specific promotions, such
as a user's preferences regarding goods or services or other similar survey
information. Depending on the promotion, we may also collect an Internet email
address or other information. A user understands, acknowledges and agrees that the
website may, at its sole discretion and without liability to any user, terminate its offer
of any specific promotional opportunities or all promotional opportunities at any time

without advance notice. The website may provide notice of terminations or changes
in services on this website.
Copyright Complaints
We respect the intellectual property rights of others and we prohibit users from
uploading, posting or otherwise transmitting on the InternsGoPro.com website or
service any materials that violate another party's intellectual property rights. When we
receive proper Notification of Alleged Infringement of Copyrights, Trademarks, or
other intellectual property rights of others, we promptly remove or disable access to
the allegedly infringing material and terminate the accounts of repeat infringers. If you
believe that any material on the website infringes upon any copyright, trademark or
other intellectual property right which you own or control, you may send us a written
notification of such infringement using the “contact us” functionality.
User Disputes
You are solely responsible for your interactions with other InternsGoPro.com users.
We reserve the right, but have no obligation, to monitor disputes between you and
other users.

